Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding vs standard medical management in obese patients with type 2 diabetes: a budget impact analysis in the UK.
To evaluate the financial consequences of using laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) in place of standard medical management (SMM) in obese patients with type 2 diabetes from a UK healthcare payer perspective. A budget impact model was constructed to evaluate the budgetary implications of LAGB in obese patients with type 2 diabetes in the UK. For patients undergoing LAGB, the model captured pre-, peri-, and post-operative costs including consultations with physicians, psychologists, nurses, and dieticians, the cost of surgery, and costs associated with post-surgical complications. The model also captured costs associated with medication for diabetes, asthma, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia, costs of diabetes complications, sleep apnea, and asthma, and costs of diagnostic tests. The SMM arm also captured costs associated with very low calorie diet products. Costs were modeled in a simulated UK cohort of 100 obese patients with newly-diagnosed diabetes. Future costs were discounted at 3.5% per annum and all costs were reported in 2010 pounds sterling. Over the 5-year time horizon, the cohort of 100 patients who underwent LAGB incurred costs £91,287 lower than an equivalent cohort receiving SMM (£818,668 and £909,955, respectively). Costs of surgery and post-surgical complications (£254,000 and £40,981, respectively) were more than offset by savings arising from reduced diabetes, asthma, and sleep apnea medication costs, reduced incidence of diabetes complications, and fewer healthcare professional contacts. Sensitivity analysis (SA) showed that the model was most sensitive to assumptions around diabetes medication use, although none of the SA findings showed LAGB to be more costly than SMM. In order to capture the diverse resource use and medical care costs arising in obese patients with type 2 diabetes, the analysis made use of a range of heterogeneous data sources. While the vast majority of data were applicable to obese patients with recently-diagnosed diabetes in the UK setting, some surrogate data (e.g. from different geographies) were used in cases where data in the target population were unavailable. Additionally, given the largely uncharacterized long-term risk profile in patients with remission of type 2 diabetes, remission was captured using a transparent and highly conservative approach. Based on the findings of the present analysis, the high initial costs of performing LAGB are offset within 5 years after surgery when compared with SMM in a population of obese patients with type 2 diabetes. The high up-front costs associated with surgery should not therefore be a barrier to its reimbursement in this patient group.